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Abstract
In this module we introduce the Bayesian spam classier.

1 Introduction
In today's world, considerable population of people all around the world use email as a very quick and
handy way of communication.

On the other hand, manufacturers are continuously seeking for new ways

for advertising their products in order to maximize their prot. Therefore, sending emails to people would
be a reasonable way of advertising products since send it is very cheap, quick and eective way. However,
internet users face many problems in this case. They should put a huge amount of time and energy to nd
appropriate emails rather than advertising emails between a huge amount of emails they receive in each day.
As a result having an algorithm which separates useless emails like those which contain advertising products
and we call them

spam

from those which contain important information and we call them

ham

seems to

be a proper way for using email system more eciently.
There are two general approaches for spam classifying. First, we can set general rules and for each email,
we can check if it is observing those rules then we will classify it as a spam email. The problem with this
method is that spammers are able to come up with new techniques to bypass those rules and hence we should
continuously update rules which is frustrating. Second, we can use Machine Learning approach. In this
approach, we have a training set for our algorithm which contains pre-classied algorithm. Afterwards, our
algorithm will utilize this training set to learn how to classify emails as either spam or ham. It is obvious
that this method works better than setting general rules since we are always able to update our training by
the new spams even if they utilize new tricks.
Generally speaking, like any other machine learning task, in spam classifying we should rst collect
enough spam and ham emails as our training examples from which our algorithm will nd out what are the
main characteristics of spam emails. Since then, we should select features of emails. These features are the
ones which are dierent in spams and hams. This task is crucial in the whole process since we may need
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some feature reduction in our task to reduce the dimensionality of the data and make the computation cost
less expensive.

2 The Algorithm
If we compare the spam emails and non-spam emails, we will nd out that particular words have dierent
occurrence in these two types. In other words, they are certain words, e.g. business related words, which have
more occurrence in spam emails than in hams. The approach is to rst provide a set of training examples
containing both spam and ham emails to the algorithm. This set has been manually labeled as either spam
or ham. Then the algorithm will nd out for each word the probability of occurring in spam and ham emails
in that training set.
As a result, when we have a new email which we would like to classify it as either spam or ham, rst we
nd out the most interesting components of that email (rather than pretty common words like: and, or, the,
etc.). Afterwards, we nd out the probability of those components or words with the values we found in the
training process. As an example, suppose that the word price occurs in spam emails with the probability
0.8 and word ten occurs in spam emails with probability 0.5 and nally the word dollar occurs in spam
emails with probability 0.9; therefore, the probability of being spam for the sentence price is ten dollars
would be computed through the contribution of its dierent words as mentioned in the following.
As could be assumed by its name, the main idea of Naïve Bayesian spam classier, which is the algorithm
we have utilized in this article, is using Bayes theorem which is used widely in the context of probability.
As such, assume that given a specic word, we would like to nd out what is the probability of being
spam for a message which contains this word. From Bayes rule, we may write:

Figure 1

Where in this equation, p(spam|word) is the probability of being spam for a message which contains
the specic word. Moreover, p(spam) is the probability that a message is spam in general and is equal to
the number of spam emails we have in our data set or may be set in a way that is describes later in this
paragraph. Similarly, p(word|spam) is the probability of occurrence of specic word in spam messages. We
nd this value from our training set. In other words, we may check the frequency of occurring of this word
in the spam emails for this value.

P(word|ham) is the probability of occurrence of specic word in ham

message. Similarly, We nd this value from our training set. In other words, we may check the frequency of
occurring of this word in the ham emails for this value. Finally, p(ham) is the probability that a message is
ham in general. This value is equal to the number of ham emails we have in our training set. However, we
are able to use prior information about emails in real world out to nd out what fraction of the emails are
spam in general and what fraction is ham in general.
Regarding the other term of the name of our algorithm Naïve, the reason of using this word is that the
algorithm disregards the correlation between dierent words in the message, i.e., we assume that words of
the message are conditionally independent given the message. This assumption is a strong assumption and
mathematically is translated to the following:
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Figure 2

Considering this, it can be shown that the overall probability of being spam for a message is:

Figure 3

Where in this formula p is the probability of being spam for one message. pi is the probability of being
spam for a message which contains the word number i.
After this step we compare the value of p with certain threshold and classify the message as spam if the
value of p pass the threshold.
Since the value of p could be very small and hence we face the problem of underow, we manipulate the
above formula to write it in a logarithm format. We may write:

Figure 4

As a result we have:

Figure 5
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If

Figure 6

then we may write:

Figure 7

Another issue is dealing with the rare words.

These words are the one which cause the term 0/0 in

the product term we had previously for computation of the probability of spamicity. Since these words are
not available in our training set, there is no information about their occurrence in spam and ham emails.
Therefore, we may discard these rare words when seeing them for the rst time. In addition, we have neutral
words like a, an, the, some and etc. which are very common in either spam or non-spam emails. In
other words, these are the words which have probability near 0.5. For the sake of simplicity and preventing
our algorithm and computation of p from underow, we may rst eliminate these common words from the
message which we are going to classify it.
The main advantage of Naïve Bayesian classier is that it is trained based on one's emails. Since dierent
users receive dierent types of legitimate emails, the process of the training of the algorithm would be dierent
for dierent users. In other words, certain words may have more occurrences in the legitimate emails of one
user; however, for another user, these words may have more occurrences in spam emails. Therefore, in the
training process of algorithm probabilities of spamicities of words are computed dierently and as a result
we would have dierent types of classications.
Furthermore, there are some disadvantages about this type of email classication. If one is aware of the
algorithm, then this person might be able to bypass the Bayesian lter.
First, spammers can send a large number of legitimate emails to distract the training process. That is to
say, they send lots of legitimate emails which also contain some common words of spam emails. This process
will aect the probability of those common spam words in our data base and next time that we receive spam
email containing those words, we might classify it as a legitimate email because the probabilities of them
have been changed.
Another technique for spammers is producing rare words. As mentioned previously, rare words which we
have not faced them previously or faced them rarely add the term of 0/0 to computation of the probability
of spamicity. Therefore, one can make a pseudo-word of common spam word like price by slightly changing
its letters.

For example, instead of using price, one can use pricee or priice which are pseudo-words.

Therefore our classier will ignore them as rare words and as a result the probability of spamicity comes
down.
Picturing is other technique which works well for spammers. In this technique, spammers do not write
the common spam words in the email. Instead they put pictures in the emails which contain the common
spam words. In this case, most classiers are not able to detect these common spam words in the email and
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as a result they classify spam emails as legitimate emails. The way to conquer this spamming technique is
to use optical character recognition (OCR) which automatically detects the characters in the pictures and
as a result we would able to nd those common spam words.
In the following we mention algorithm related issues more formally.
In the context of machine learning, the problem of classifying emails as spam or ham is translated to
classication of set of objects (emails in here).
For each object (email), we have a feature vector. For the emails, the components of feature vectors are
words. We choose these words according to our training set. In other words, we nd out the most frequently
occurring words in our training set (10,000-50,000 words). Then we form a vector of size let's say 50,000. For
each new email that we would like to classify it as either spam or ham email we rst form its corresponding
feature vector such that we put 1 for each word which is contained in the message and 0 for each word which
is not contained in the message.
We may use some tricks to make the algorithm have low error.
We should as much data as we can. In this case we would have better training process and less error.
We may think of using features which we have extracted them from the email routing information.
Another useful trick is to consider the message body and try to consider features which help us to make
the algorithm more ecient. As an example, there is no special dierence between deal and Dealer. In
other words, we can consider words which belong to same family as one word. For this aim, we can rst
convert the message to a new message in which words of a same family appears as one unique word. As an
example, instead of words like Dealer, dealing and deal, we may only use one word like deal which is
the root of this family.
For the tricks like misspelling which is used by spammers and we mentioned it earlier, we can develop
some algorithms to detect this misspellings at rst and correct them so that we would not face the rare
words.
In the following we give brief description about the functions we have used in our MATLAB code. You
can either download the zip type of this module to nd the MATLAB codes or You can nd them at:

https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B6hylUwdsGFxNDYxN2YyOTgtODg3Ny00OTQ5LWEyY2UtOGIzNWI0YmVkMWR
https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B-L3jxfdTyjFNzVjNWQzZWUtZDE3Mi00NmU1LThlNTYtYmQyMjE1ZjJmNTNm
For better understanding of the process we have designed graphical user interface (GUI). Through the
GUI, users can provide the program with their own email and check whether their given email is classied
as either spam or legitimate email by our code. The following gure is our GUI:

1 https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B6hylUwdsGFxNDYxN2YyOTgtODg3Ny00OTQ5LWEyY2UtOGIzNWI0YmVkMWRi
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Figure 8

Our MATLAB code functions are as the following:
vocabList = getVocabList(n)
This function loads the pre-dened vocabulary list. n indicates the length of our vocabulary list. This
length-n vector is our general feature vectors where as previously mentioned features in spam classications
are dierent words.

We got this vocabulary list from Stanford online machine learning course computer

assignments.
stem = porterStemmer(inString)
This function converts the words which have the same stem and belong to same family (e.g.
dealer, deal) to one word which is the stem of the family.
gorithm and is presented in the reference [4].

dealing,

The algorithm is called Porter Stemming al-

Original code written in C language can be found in here:

http://www.tartarus.org/∼martin/PorterStemmer/c.txt

2

[vocabList vocabHist] = processEmail(email_contents,vocabList,vocabHist)
This function converts each email into a vector of features (dened by vocablist function mentioned
previously) and removes unnecessary characters such as punctuation marks.

In addition, it returns the

distribution of the words from vocablist function in the email which we would like to classify it.

This

function can update the vocabulary list if the algorithm faces a new word which is not available in our
vocabulary list.
[eta I]= indicateEmail(email_contents,vocabList,vocabScore)

2 http://www.tartarus.org/∼martin/PorterStemmer/c.txt
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This function indicates whether the given email is spam or a legitimate email based on the vocabulary
list and the spamicity of the corresponding words of the message.
For the training process of the algorithm, we have used data set which contains both spam and ham
emails from

3

http://csmining.org/index.php/ling-spam-datasets.html

3 Error Analysis
For tasks like email classifying that amounts of spam and non-spam emails are dierent to each other, we
have skewed classes. The metrics which we evaluate classication algorithms with skewed classes are as the
following:
True Positive: emails which are spam and we have classied them correctly.
True Negative: emails which are not spam and we have classied them correctly.
False Positive: emails which are not spam and we have classied them as spam incorrectly.
False negative: emails which are spam and we have classied them as non-spam incorrectly.
Precision: of all emails we have classied as spam (y=1), what fraction of them are really spam emails?
Recall: of all emails which are really spam, what fraction of them have been classied correctly by the
algorithm?
Here are the formulas of above metrics:

Figure 9

Figure 10

We call the metric through which we can compare performance of dierent algorithms as F1 score. F1
score is given by the following formula:

3 http://csmining.org/index.php/ling-spam-datasets.html
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Figure 11

4 Simulation Results
We have a large data set which we should use it for both training the algorithm and testing the algorithm.
Based on the fraction of the data set to which we dedicate to training set, we might see dierent performance
for our algorithm. The following gure shows the precision of the algorithm based on the percentage of data
dedicated to the training set.

Figure 12

As expected, training the algorithm with a larger training set will provide us with a better result and
precision .
The next gure is corresponding to the second metric we mentioned earlier: recall.
We have plot the percentage of recall versus the portion of data set dedicated to our training set. As
expected, the more we dedicate to training set the better would be our algorithm and hence we have a lower
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rate of recall.

Figure 13
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